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Making  history
Maple  Leaf Foods kicks off company-wide  confelTence call
BY      SHERRY      PEI)ERSEN-AJMANI,

On
Oct. 25, 2005, 6,273

employees from across

Maple Leaf Foods met in

boardrooms and offices on three
continents to participate in the largest

conference call  in our history.

Michael Mccain (left) chats
with Chris Markwood, VP
Opei.ations, MLAN during
the inaugural ln Focus
conference call.
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The call,  known as Maple Leaf ln Focus,

was transmitted simultaneously in

English,  French and Japanese. While the

call  had some technical  issues that we

worked on for the subsequent
broadcast on Jan. 31, 2006, you -the

audience -told us how much you
valued the experience! An  impressive

84 percent of survey respondents told
us they learned something new during

the call, 82  percent said they felt ln

Focus would have an impact on the way

Maple Leaf employees think and

act and 85 percent looked
forward to the next call.

For our first topic, we tackled

the controversial subject of
Leadership Edge Reviews.

Like  Michael  Mccain  said,

we don't do it for fun; we

do it for the good of the team. Ranking
is a real  part of life and at Maple Leaf,

we choose to be transparent with our
employees, share what we think and

allow people to understand which
changes would help them reach their

full  potential.  If we did not disclose the

results of the ranking, we would be

History -conf/.nued on page 3
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Nourish  yourself with  Dempster's
BY     ALEIA      SALEM,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

P
assionate people; passionate

about food -this is what we live
by at Maple Leaf Foods. But what

is it that drives consumers and their

food choices? Market trends indicate

that Canadian food choices are driven

by four main factors: convenience,

value, pleasure, and health and

wellness.  For Canada Bread  Fresh

Bakery, this translates into a vision for

health and well-being that involves

understanding the target consumers

(females 25 to 54 years), developing
jnnovatjve products to meet consumer
needs and educating consumers.

Research was conducted nationally to

better understand the Dempster's
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consumer.  Key learnings suggested that

the Dempster's brand needed to
connect with consumers on an
emotional and personal  level while

keeping the message optimistic. So last

fall, Canada  Bread  Fresh  Bakery

initiated a marketing campaign that

would mark a new era for the
Dempster's brand. This era would be

characterized by health and wellness

and would touch people on a more

personal level.  Hence, the new message,
Dempster's Nourish yourse|fTM.

Dempster's Nourish yourselfTM  implies

that you need to nourish your body,
mind and soul because feeling good

starts on the inside. So while it is

important to maintain a balanced diet

and exercise,  it's also important to feel

happy about yourself. This campaign,

which began  in September 2005,  is

being supported by an integrated
communication strategy.  It is being

communicated through television

advertising,  print advertising, a  public

relations campaign, the Dempster's

Website (www.dempsters.ca) and

through new products. On Oct. 31, 2005

in Ontario and the Atlantic and  Nov.10,

2005  in the West, CBCL Fresh  launched

two new Dempster's WholeGrains

products:  Dempster's WholeGrains
Oatmeal and Dempster's WholeGrains
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Ancient Grains. These were designed to

appeal to consumers based on tests in
research, to fill gaps in the category and

to create excitement in the category.

Dempster's WholeGrains Oatmeal  is a

familiar flavour in a new format,

containing all the healthy benefits of

whole grains. Meanwhile,  Dempster's

WholeGrains Ancient Grains,  made with

a blend of kamut, spelt, quinoa and

amaranth,  is believed to have a unique

flavour and distinct texture.  Finally,

Dempster's 100% Whole Wheat bread

underwent a formulation and

packaging change.  It is now made with
100-percent whole grains and carries

the smart heart symbol on the

packaging to aid shoppers in  identifying
'`better for you" products.

So the next time you walk into a

grocery store, pick up a magazine or
watch your favourite TV show, be sure

to look for the Dempster's Nourish

yourself " campaign and the newly
launched products.  Remember, feeling

good starts on the inside and it can start
with small steps.



One  team...one  direotion!
BY      DAN      KRAFT      AND      ROB      MCDOUGALL,      ELITE      SWINE

In June 2005, a Six Sigma  project was

launched to merge the Ontario hog

operations of Elite Swine lnc.  (Esl) and

Cold Springs Farm  (CSF).  From the

inception of this merger, the Bias for

Action has been clear and focused. The

commitment to building a stronger

organization has led to tremendous

success, proving that one plus one can

equal three!

The merger project was co-championed

by Doug  Beckie (VP Esl) and  Brian Cram

(President CSF) and consisted of
members from Production,  Human

Resources,  Information Technology and

Finance from  both organizations.

Over a five-month period, both
organizations openly reviewed their

internal  processes for delivering

products and services to their
customers. Based on this review, the

project team identified some
significant differences. The team

selected the best practices from both
organizations. As a result, we have

more efficient and effective processes

that will benefit the organization and

our customers.

Throughout the merger process, team
members acted with the highest
degree of integrity, displayed a Bias for

Action and were very candid in regard

to strengths and weaknesses within
their respective organizations. The

team's transparency and commitment
was the catalyst for the project's
success: a strong,  unified team

continuously improving its production

and financial  performance.

One goal was to have the team come
together in the same facility as one

organization.  The unified team

adopted the Elite Swine lnc. name and

in December 2005, the ESI Ontario

office moved from Moorefield to
Thames ford. Thamesford was selected

Kevin Golding (left), President, Rothsay & Elite
Swine, is shown with Elite Swine office staff at the
Tliamesford location.

due to its central  location to hog

operations and proximity to the St.

Marys  mills.

It is great to have the entire Ontario
team  led by Rob MCDougall,  Director

of Operations, working together under
the same roof.   Everyone is working

toward meeting all of our merger goals

and the unified  Elite Swine team  is on

the road to success!

History -conft.nued from page I

taking away an opportunity to learn

and grow.

We agree with employees that it is not
a perfect system. It relies on investments

made by the manager and the
employee to develop a robust Personal
Assessment and Development Plan

(PAD),  preparation by all of the

participants, transparency during the
review, constructive feedback to the

employee as a follow up to the
meeting, and lastly, employees who are

willing to hear the messages. Some

people are spurred into action by their
feedback.

Chris Markwood, VP Operations at

Maple Leaf Animal  Nutrition,  is one of

those people. We sometimes hear
employees say that once ranked in a
certain category, they feel they can
never break out of it.  Chris is a great

example of someone who took the

message seriously, asked others around

him what they considered to be his
largest obstacles, worked on those

obstacles and saw a tremendous
improvement in just one year. Others

may be content to work on their

personal development at a pace that
keeps up with the overall team,  not a

speed that surpasses the team's growth,
and that is perfectly acceptable.

For those who would like to listen to

the call again,  read the transcript or

refer to the questions and answers that
resulted from the call,  please visit the

Leadership Edge Page on  MyMLF.com.

Click on the Maple Leaf ln Focus banner

and select the Q4 2005 Call  Files folder.
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PAD rooks at Consumer  Foods!
BY     JANET     SCH00LEY-STEFFEN,

The essence of Leadership Edge is

to build  leaders across all  roles

and levels. One of the greatest things

we do as an organization to support
Leadership Edge is the Performance

Assessment and Development (PAD)

process.
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Taking part in tlie PAD workshop are: (I-R)
Sabrina Saunders, HR Advisor; Malcolm Jones,
HR Manager; and Megan Roose, HR Advisor.

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

The 2005 PAD  launch within the new

Consumer Foods  is significant since  it

impacts about 2,000 staff from coast to
coast, of which approximately  1,300 are

experiencing  PAD for the first time. The

roll-out requires approximately 80

separate employee and/or manager
training sessions, not to mention post-

training coaching and follow-up.

On Oct. 27, 2005, the new Consumer

Foods kicked off ''PAD Season" with

the first National  HR PAD Workshop for

key Human  Resources professionals.   It

was a full day of PAD training  hosted

by the PAD Green Belt Project Team

under the theme of '`PAD Rocks!"   This

group piloted the revamped PAD
workshop for Consumer Foods and it

was a great learning experience, given

that 65 percent of the HR team is new
to the PAD process.

Both  novice and experienced  Human

Resources professionals worked

together to gain familiarity with  PAD as

a  best-in-class, web-based tool for

assessing performance, setting

obj.ectives and giving candid feedback,

as well as linking solid development

action plans that help employees

achieve their career aspirations.

As a  result of the National  HR PAD

Workshop, there is a larger group of
resources available to support the many

managers and employees who are
implementing the PAD process. We now

want to transmit this enthusiasm to the
rest of the new Consumer Foods staff.

The Green Belt Project Team that led

this initiative included  Norm Sabapathy,

Renee  Durepos,  Yee  Mak,  Lyne  Ellis,

Janet Schooley-Steffen, Stephanie

Kirkey,  Ruth  MCGroaty,  Darlene Cole,

Jessica  Kim and Jo-Ellen  Robertson.

MLCF  groundbreaking  marks

merger  milestone
BY      NELLA      GENNARA,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

celebrated a key

merger milestone on Sept. 23, 2005

during a groundbreaking ceremony for

the Company's new office in the
Meadowvale Business Park at 6985

Financial  Dr.  in  Mississauga,  Ontario.

Hazel  Mccallion,  Mayor of Mississauga,

and representatives from Bentall Real

Estate, which  is managing construction,

attended the momentous event. Joining
from the new Consumer Foods were
Rick Young, Teresa  Fortney,  Lynda

Spieser,  Rosemary Morris,  Kathy

Horgan,  Brian  Diggle,  Karen Trussler

and from our Corporate office, Wayne
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Johnson, Jeffrey Miller and  Pat Ressa.

This five-storey,180,000-square-foot

office building will serve as the primary

location for Retail Sales,  Foodservice,

Consumer/Customer Marketing and

New Category Innovation, Customer

Service, Six Sigma,  Information Services,

Manufacturing, Manufacturing

Optimization, Customer Affairs,  Human

Resources,  Finance and  Procurement.  It

will also host several  Maple Leaf Foods

Corporate functions that are currently
held west of downtown Toronto.

Occupancy is scheduled to begin  in

September 2006.

Celebrating the groLindbreaking for the new Maple
Leaf Consumer Foods' office in Mississauga are:
(I-R) Theresa Fortney, VP of Finance, MLCF;
Wayne Johnson, Senior VP and Chief Human
Resources Officer, MLF; Rick Young, President,
MLCF; BTian  Diggle, Manager, Technical Services,
MLF; Rosemary Morris, Office Services Mgr.,
MLCF; Kathy Horgan, Finance Administrator,
MLCF; Pat Ressa, Chiof lntormation Officer, MLF;
Jeffrey Miller,  Director of Properties & Legal
Counsel, MLF; and Lynda Spieser, Senior
Manager, Facilities, MLCF.



Frozen  Bakery contributes to
Hurricane  Katrina  relief
BY      MARILYN      VAN      VARICK      AND

MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

As everyone is probably aware, the
southeastern United States was hit by
several vicious hurricanes last fall.
Employees at Maple Leaf Frozen Bakery

got together and raised the equivalent of
nearly S14,000 US from operations in the
U.S. and Canada. Additionally, the IOC
added another $5,000 US in corporate
donations to the relief efforts.

Employees at our Oxnard, California

R0BERTA      TRAYLOR,

facility took a more personal approach
to help Michael Stan ford, Materials
Handler/Safety Supervisor. Michael's
brother, Troy, and his family live in
Biloxi, Mississippi, one of the hardest hit
areas.  Fortunately, they did not lose
their home but they had to manage
without the basic necessities. Michael
took it upon himself to have his two
small nieces flown to California so he
could take care of them while his brother

(I-R) Foreman Marcos Hurtado and Plant Manager
Marcus Garcia are shown with Michael Stan ford,
whose family was affected by Hurricane Katrina.

handled family matters in Mississippi.

When foreman Marcos Hurtado heard of
the situation, he got together with
Michael's co-workers and raised $800 to
help Michael and his brother Troy with
the travel and repair expenses incurred
in the wake of Hurricane Katrina.

Landmark joins
forces to  help
hurricane
victims
BY      CAROL      KASUNIC,      MAPLE

LEAF      ANIMAL      NUTRITION

(LANDMARK      FEEDS)

It all began when a young Winnipeg,
Manitoba girl urged her father to send
her hard-earned piggy bank savings of
$200 to survivors of Hurricane Katrina in
New Orleans. She was profoundly
affected by the news that a hurricane
causing so much destruction and
leaving so many people homeless and
hungry was named after her-Katrina.

Katrina's father, who owns a local
moving company, was so deeply moved
by his daughter's reaction that he
decided to kick off a one-day fundraiser
to collect food, clothes, water and other
necessities for survivors, particularly the
children of Hurricane Katrina. His goal
was to have his entire truck fleet
transport all the donations directly to
New Orleans to bring aid to the ravaged
city.
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Participants in Winnipeg's Katrina fund.aiser included: (L-R) Jay, a radio persol.ality tiom 102.3 Clear FM:
Lisa Roes; Jam Shaw; and Billy Jo, also a radio personality from 102.3 Clear FM. Tliey're shown with one of
the moving trucks that delivered supplies to New Orleans.

A local radio station picked up on the
story and joined the drive being held at
several locations across Winnipeg. City
residents heard the heartfelt plea for
help over the airwaves and in no time,
loads of items were being dropped off by

generous and compassionate

Winnipeggers. Even children donated
their favourite teddy bears and toys to
the affected children, including notes of
cheer, support and caring in their own

Hurricane -conft.nued on page 6
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Champions  unite  at  Six  Sigma  Summit
BY      MARK      BAB00LAL     AND      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,      MAPLE      LEAF      Fool)S      CORPORATE

The
creative juices were flowing at

the second Six Sigma Summit

of 2005,  held on Sept.12.  During the

day-long event,  mid-to senior-level

leaders from all locs learned about a

variety of Six Sigma projects.

Project Champions shared their

experiences as project leaders, outlining

what it means to champion a project
and to discover the diverse business

processes that can be improved through
Six Sigma.

The summit was led  by Bruce Miyashita,

VP Six Sigma,  and organized jointly by

Mark Baboolal,  a Corporate Black Belt,

and Jennifer Tangco, Coordinator,  Six

Sigma Services.  More than  50 people

attended with about one-third being
leaders from Schneider Foods, which  is

in the early stages of introducing Six

Sigma to the business.  Participants

included Plant Managers, QA,  Directors

of Finance and Sales Directors.

Six Sigma  IOC Champions, coaches and

Black Belts from each loc were asked to

submit projects that would be shared at
the summit. The projects selected for

the presentation met the following
requirements:  1) Led by strong Six

Sigma Project Champions who went

beyond the minimum requirements of

the role to challenge their organiza-

tions for better performance; and 2)
The project was completed or nearly

completed and demonstrated the broad
applicability of Six Sigma.

Special thanks to the following Black

Belts and Six Sigma Analysts for their

contributions in shaping the materials

used in the review process and final

presentations:  Ryan  Bracken,  LeeAnn
Peters, Tricia Schmalenberg, Glen

Lindsay, Cameron Jones,  Kurt Salamat

and  Marie-Claude Vezina. The

following projects were selected for

presentation:

Project Listen:  Andrea Gibbens,  HR

Manager,  MLGF,  presenting on  behalf

of Jeff Sutton, Director Human

Resources (HR),  reviewed the first Six

Sigma  project in  HR to identify and

resolve root causes tied to morale issues

at MLGF.

Western Distribution Strategy: Anne
Fontana, VP Supply Chain,  MLCF,

discussed how Six Sigma was being used

to define a distribution strategy for
MLF given  its multiple distribution

networks in Western Canada.

Project Balance:  Doug  Beckie, VP,  Elite

Swine lnc., provided an overview of the

Esl-based project focused on  balancing

its production base to fit its emerging

business needs.

ESI  Data  Management:  Bill  Funk, VP Six

Sigma, Agribusiness, discussed the role

of Six Sigma  in determining the right

software to conduct inventory
management.

Pan-O-Mat Area Improvement: Sami

Doucet,  Plant Director,  Canada  Bread

Fresh Bakery (Quebec), reviewed how

lean  manufacturing principles were

used to achieve efficiency gains and

cost reductions at a centennial plant.

Project AP: Tim Scott, VP Finance,

MLGF, explained how the loc improved

its accounts payable process through

the use of Six Sigma.

The day ended with a lively open forum

discussion. The sheer number and

quality of the questions raised showed
that the session got people thinking. If

you're interested in attending an
upcoming Six Sigma Summit,  held on an

as-needed basis,  please advise your Six

Sigma loc Champion or contact

Jennifer Tangco.

Hurricane -conf/'nued from page 5

words. The Canadian Red Cross was also
onsite, receiving monetary donations for
survivors.

Nicole Haverland, Accounts Payable
Clerk; Nicole Leonoff, Systems Support
Specialist; Lisa Roos, Executive
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Assistant; and Jan Shaw, Nutritionist,
along with staff at the Landmark Feeds
corporate office, offered their support by

purchasing items for the fundraiser such
as clothing, blankets, diapers, baby
wipes, toiletries and pet food, and
delivering them to the drop-off sites. We
later learned that more than 10,000

Katrina families were helped through
this one-day fundraiser alone.

This incredible feat was a tribute to the

generosity of winnipeg residents and a
perfect example of Having a Bias for
Action and Doing What's Right!
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BY      CHERYL      LONG,      EDITOR-lN-CHIEF

MOst
future leaders hone their

skills through a

combination of education and job

experience,  learning from their mentors

and gaining valuable insight via

industry exposure. Chris Markwood

brought a vastly different type of
leadership training to the table when

he joined  Maple Leaf Foods in  1992.

Chris's skills were put to the test in a

more unconventional environment as

an officer in the United States Army,

commanding a tank company during

the liberation of Kuwait from Iraqi

occupation forces, more commonly
known as Desert Storm.

''After the war,  I moved to Missouri to

work at the U.S. Army Engineer School,"

Chris explained.  ''1 worked on a team to

design the next generation of the
combat engineer vehicle. As the U.S.

military downsized  in the early '90s,I

elected to voluntarily leave the

military.,,

He joined Mccain Citrus USA's Chicago

facility in October 1992,  managing co-

pack and plant maintenance operations.
Four years later, he accepted a job

opportunity at Maple Leaf Foods,

travelling north to Ontario as Director

of Operations for Rothsay.

''1 was single at the time so I thought I

would move to Canada for two to three

years, get some good work
experience... and  basically absorb

another different life experience,"
Chris explained.  ''Over the next five

years, from  1996 to 2001,  I worked  in
operations at Rothsay and eventually
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Cliris Markwood is shown at home witli his wife Tracy and son Jackson.

became the VP of the Ontario
business."

Chris's next move took him to Shur~Gain

as the loc's first Six Sigma Champion.

The  initial  challenge involved  building a

strong team of Black Belts, followed by

the launch of the Six Sigma program

throughout the IOC.

''1 am proud of the impact that Six

Sigma and process thinking has had on

Shur-Gain, and the discipline and

dedication to change displayed by the

organization to achieve consolidation of

our BPCS environments from five to one

over the last two-plus years,"  Chris said.
"I am proud of being just a small part of

this massive collective effort."

By mid-2005, Shur-Gain and  Landmark

Feeds had joined to create MLAN and

Chris had the opportunity to move into
his current position as Vice-President,

Operations.

''1 am just a few months into the new

role, but absolutely love what I am

doing and feel fortunate to be able to
work alongside such a talented group

of people,"  he said.

Chris's career is already marked by

several memorable achievements,

including the building of an

exceptionally strong  Black Belt team

and achieving results that translated

into  ''significant improvement"  in the

IOC's 2004 Six Sigma Scorecard,

His military career holds similar

memories.  ''1 am proud of leading  122



soldiers through combat operations in

Desert Storm and  bringing them all

back home safely to their families."

While education and job experience

both contribute to career success, credit
also goes to influential people on both

a  personal  and  business  level.  For Chris,

one of those people was a West Point
classmate,  Kendrick Kahler, who was

left paralyzed from the waist down
during a  military accident.  Despite

being bound to a wheelchair,  Kendrick

completed medical school and then

moved to Cambodia with the group,
Doctors without Borders, to provide

medical care in  rural areas.

''Even though he has had to overcome

such adversity, he remains one of the

most positive and giving  people I

know,"  Chris recalled.

At home, Chris is surrounded by two

other important people-his wife Tracy,
who is Vice President-Integration for

Rogers Telecom, and their one-year-old

son, Jackson. What was supposed to be

a two-or three-year stint working in

Canada changed when Chris met Tracy,

a native of Guelph,  Ontario.

''1 can honestly say that I truly enjoy

living in Canada. Other than  being close

to Tracy's family, the next biggest

contribution to that enjoyment is the
high caliber people that I have gotten

to know while working at Maple Leaf

Foods,"  Chris said.

His future goals for MLAN are

ambitious and  include developing the

Company's reputation as ''having the

best managed operations in our
industry", and having several state-of-

the-art mills viewed as the best feed
mills in North America.  In the short

term, he hopes to increase the bench
strength of the operations team,
implement a  BPCS Maintenance System

module in a  minimum of three mills,

standardize the automation systems

and improve the planning and

execution of capital projects.

''Economic pressures on our producer

customers and  Pork Value Chain will

force us to significantly reduce costs

through better utilization of
technology,"  Chris explained.

Challenges down the road will  include

achieving growth in the form of

expansion outside of existing markets

and the use of technology in more
efficient business transactions between

MLAN and their farming customers.

Name: Chris Markwood

Title: Vice-President Operations,  Maple Leaf Animal  Nutrition

Education: BS Engineering,  United States Military Academy, West Point,  New

York;  MBA,  Richard  lvey School of Business,  University of Western Ontario,

London, Ontario

Background:  Born and  raised in Toledo,  Ohio.  I've lived  in five states and three

countries so home is where you make it!

Place of Residence: Brampton, Ontario

What do you like to do in your spare time? We love to golf. We also spend
time at the family cottage in Grand Bend and take trips around southwestern

Ontario,  Michigan and Ohio.

Do you have any personal goals? Improve my level of physical fitness by

biking, jogging and weight training.

Favorite movie: Braveheart.

Favorite book: We Were Soldiers Once and Young by LTG Hal  Moore and

Joseph Galloway.

Favorite musical group: Toss up between  U2 and the Rolling Stones.  I also

enjoy soul music, having grown up in the '60s and '70s, not far from Detroit!

Favorite childhood memory: Working alongside my grandfather, uncle and

cousins on the family farms. I loved the days spent working on the farm,

baling hay,  harvesting crops,  milking cows, feeding  livestock, etc.

Favorite Maple Leaf product: Fully Cooked Boneless Spiral Cut Ham  in  Maple

Honey Sauce. A nutritious,  great-tasting and exceptionally convenient meal!

lf you could choose one new place to visit/vacation, where would it be? I
would  like to visit Moscow and Berlin to see the Kremlin,  Red Square and the

former Check Point Charlie Gate location.  I spent years of my life in West

Germany,  looking through binoculars at what I considered  ''the enemy"

during the Cold War.  Now I would  like to visit these places and  learn  more

about the people and the culture.
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The  Maple  Leaf  Fresh  Foods  merger
An interview with Randy Powell.  President,  MLFF
BY      KATYA      FORSYTH,      MAPLE      LEAF      FRESH      FOODS

nThe merger of Maple Leaf Foodsand Schneider Foods' fresh  pork

and  poultry operations into  Maple

Leaf Fresh  Foods was announced  in

March 2005.  How are you

implementing the merger?

Our first priority was to

establish a single Fresh  Foods

Management Committee, which we
announced  last May. This structure

established separate protein-specific

operations groups for pork and

poultry with the remaining functions,
such as Finance, Sales,  HR, etc., to be

shared services. With our strong

leadership team in place, we began to

work on merging these shared service

areas.

What have you been working

on during the last few months?

To ensure we have a strategic

and well-managed merger, we

%

established a  Merger Steering Team

with leaders from Maple Leaf Pork,

Poultry and Schneider's. We also

established  ''Fresh Central", which  is

the merger coordinating team led by

Katya Forsyth and supported full time

by Black Belts and other key

personnel who bring merger expertise
and experience.

We then created merger teams for
each functional area and  used Six

Sigma tools and processes supported

by Black Belts to bring our teams

together in a consistent approach.

These functional mergers have been

very successful as a direct result of the

dedication and ability of the people
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Participating in the first MLFF Sales Conference in Montreal, Quebec are: (L-R) Ivlike Lerner, Gold
Nash, Colin Cruji, Jamie Bonnell, Cord Montgomery, Blent Popek, Jeff Garner, Mark Parkinson and
Kevin MacAuley

championing them. The level of talent

and dedication we have across all

areas of our business continues to

impress me.

nWhat is the difference between"merger"  and  "integration"  as

you  build  Fresh  Foods?

There is a critical difference

between  '`merger" and
''integration''.  ''Merger"  refers to

bringing our functional areas

together by creating a single

leadership team and organizational

structure.  I think about this as getting

everyone in a given functional area

into one room, whereas ''integration"

refers to creating a single set of

business processes and systems to

support how we do business every
day. Said differently, this is where we

drive the synergies, efficiencies and

productivity gains. This is where the
functional team forms into one high

functioning  unit. The merger is phase

one. Only once it is complete can we

begin phase two with the integration
work.

EWhy did you select the "alltogether now! " theme for the
Fresh  Foods merger?

'`all together now! "  has

multiple meanings-the obvious

one is that we are bringing our fresh

businesses together. More

importantly,  it's a call to action -a call

for all of us to move now!   For

everyone at Fresh Foods,  it's our time

to make our move as we build an
unbeatable, world-class fresh food

Company.



Celebrating  the  evolution  of

Rotherham  bakery
BY      EMMA      HORGAN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FROZEN      BAKERY

On
Sept.17, 2005,  a  "first-of-

its-kind"  event was held

for all  Maple Leaf Frozen

Bakery UK employees and their partners

in recognition of the long journey

undertaken by the Rotherham,  England

plant in a short timespan.

IOC President Peter Maycock planted a

tree during the celebration and talked

about its significance. Of course,  it was

a maple tree and Peter emphasized the

obvious link to our parent company,

Maple Leaf Foods. Like the tree, we

started small and gradually developed

strong roots which will continue to

support our business's growth. Just as a

tree branches out, we will continue to

branch out into other locations and

markets.

Things started  in the United  Kingdom

seven years ago with a tiny budget and

very basic equipment.  For example,

there was a 40-year-old mixer from

Toronto Bagel, which was driven by a

truck axle. There was no automated

boiling  line as there is today. One

employee used to tip trays of bagels

into ''kettles" of water, while another

fished the bagels out with a scoop.

Dough was cut by hand. Off we went

with our one customer at the time,

Tesco, the largest retailer in the UK, and

support from the government in the

form of grants.

One of our long-standing employees, Dean Taylor, worked liis way up from the shop floor during the
bakery's early days to his current role as shift manager, ln this early photo, Dean is sllown standing at one of
the plant's old mixers that originally came from Toronto Bagel.

We now supply all the large UK and

Irish  retailers, along with a couple on

mainland  Europe as well.  In addition,

we now have our brand called  `'New

York Bagel Company" as part of an

acquisition  in September 2001. While

we have faced several challenges and

have areas to improve on as we head

into the future, we also have many

reasons to be proud

Peter's final message focused on how

important the contributions have been,

and will continue to be, from the

people in our organization. The event
also included an awards presentation

revolving primarily around our

Leadership Edge Values. Well done

everyone!

Finally,  it was time for some merriment

and a well-deserved opportunity to ''let

our hair down" following the stressful

months spent commissioning our new

plant.  We even offered rides on a
rodeo bull, which certainly inspired

some Competitive Edge!

MapwleafFoods|lssu"1%



If  you  build  it,  they  will  oome!
BY      CHRISTINE      HEIN,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Over three years ago, Canada
Bread Fresh Bakery

initiated another step in becoming the

lowest cost producer thanks to a plan

to combine two existing distribution

centres into one. Through the tireless

efforts of many people along the way,
construction of the new design build

facility,  located  in  Brampton,  Ontario,

began in January 2005.

In addition to the complexities

inherent in  building a  new facility, the

integration of the two existing depots

into one created a  logistical challenge

dependent on teamwork and a strong
communications plan.  In all,  50 bread

franchisees, numerous office staff, two

order desks and the testing  lab for the

Corporate Technical Centre all  had to

move to the new location with
relatively no interruption to our

customers and  business operations.

The newly designed Brampton Depot

went into operation in July 2005

initially with  12 food service routes,

followed by the integration of the
Mississauga bread franchisees, sales

and shipping staff, and the Corporate
Technical Centre two weeks later. The
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Shown is an artist's rendering of the new
Brampton facility.

transition was finally complete with

the move of the Etobicoke bread
franchisees and sales staff in early

August. The Brampton Depot features

a  13,052-sq.-ft., two-storey office

building and a 30,250-sq.-ft.

distribution centre that ships, on

Build -conf/.nued on page j3

Celebrating Brampton's grand opening are: (back row, I-R) Raquel Porsch, Eton Williamson, Jason
Sweet, Gerry Downie, Steve Thompson, Doug Reeves, PalJI Galbraith, Neale Harrison, (first row, I-Ft)
Christine Richards, Christine Hein, Sue Clarke, Randy Kaminski, Therese ftoberts, Mike Derewlany, Joe
Curciarello, Melissa Jennings, Alison Forletta and Vinh Pham. Absent from the photo are Blair
MCReynolds, Mike Flammia, Jim Newman, Dave Darch, Kenney Goldman, Jordan Rodney, Manny
Bernardo, Bruce MCKeown, Karen Harper, Brian Diggle, Reid Mclvlillian, Franklin Reid, Gary MacDonald,
Lorraine Murray and Angela BIack`A/ell-

OIivieri

partners with
Kroger
BY     JOHN      DICECCO,

OLIVIERI

Have you ever wondered
where you can find

%

fresh pasta and sauce in the grocery

store? ln a test partnership with

Kroger lnc., Olivieri  Foods attempted

to answer that very same question as

Maple   Leal   Foods  I  Issue   3l

part of its focus on growth and
expansion in the U.S. market. Where

is the best spot to merchandise fresh

pasta and sauce in the grocery store?

Unlike the Canadian marketplace, the

fresh pasta and sauce category is

merchandised in the dairy section of

many U.S.  retailers,  and  Kroger lnc.  is

no exception. After winning the

Private Selections bid  in April 2005 to

produce Kroger fresh pasta and sauce

private label in the eastern Kroger
divisions,  Olivieri began  partnering

with the Kroger chain to further

develop category sales. Since re-

positioning fresh pasta from the deli
section to the in-aisle dairy case

several years ago, sales development

of the category had softened.
Working closely with  Kroger, Olivieri

embarked on an important store test
to re-merchandise fresh pasta and

sauce in the dell section with the goal

of increasing category sales by over

50 percent.

Using the Olivieri  brand, combined

with category support from Olivieri  in

the form of recipe booklets, cross-

merchandising  posters and

couponing, the test was executed for

Olivieri  -conft.nued on page j5



Wanting  to
have the  best

Cods
BY      BOB      HEDLEY,      MAPLE

LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Our passion for people means
leaders living  Maple Leaf

Values and having the best people

challenging for better performance
from better people. It is the key to
competitive leadership and

achieving our goal of

becoming a global company.

Several recent articles and

books have cited attracting
and retaining the right

employees as one of the

greatest challenges of the

post-baby boom era. Often referred to
as "the war for talent",  it exists at all

levels of our Company. Attracting and

retaining talented people is an

expensive and time-consuming

challenge for managers and human
resources leaders throughout Maple

Leaf. Actually,  it is every leader's

responsibility.

What can you do? You can refer
talented people to the positions
available throughout Maple Leaf Foods.

In fact, we have a reward program that
recognizes salaried employees who

refer someone that successfully gains

employment in salaried positions. Yes,

there is some fine print about eligibility

and elapsed time before the reward is

paid. You can find the policy on the
myMLF portal -just enter ''employee

referral program"  in the search engine

Why would you do that? Remember I
said that it was expensive and time-

consuming.  Every time we can

accelerate the recruitment process or

avoid paying for a recruiter,  Maple Leaf

Foods wins.  In addition,  research  has

proven that employees who are
referred are more likely to succeed in

the transition to their new company.

I have some tips that might help you

become a leader who attracts the best

people to work at Maple Leaf Foods:

EI
lt's likely that you already know

someone in the same line of work
as yourself who would make a great
candidate. When you attend a
networking session in your professional

organizations, take the time to get to
know a few people and talk to them
about Maple Leaf Foods.

DFellow alumni from high school,college or university who you

know would find our Values focus and

Six Sigma culture a good fit make

excellent candidates.

E]
You are likely active in your

community,  parent-teacher

meetings, community sports and
recreation, service clubs, etc. Often

people who are great community
leaders are also successful  business

leaders.

nFriends and family are eligible,however, they cannot be
considered for positions that report
directly or indirectly to you. With over

120 manufacturing operations and just

as many office locations,  Maple Leaf

offers many diverse opportunities

Leading and helping others live the

Maple Leaf Values means wanting to

have the best people working at Maple
Leaf. I never regret referring a person

that I recognize as a leader to a position

at Maple Leaf Foods.

Build -conf/.nued from page j2

average, 750,000 units per week (that's

over 39 million  per year) into Toronto

and the Western Greater Toronto area.

ln addition, new telephone technology

was included to allow our Brampton

Call Centre to better respond to and
meet our customers' needs.

Clearly, all  involved  in this project had a

strong Bias for Action resulting  in a

great facility, positive work
environment and capacity for future

growth.

MapleleafFoods|lssu"1%
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Green  Belt suooess  across  Maple  Leaf  Foods
BY      MARIE      GADULA,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

1=
In  past issues  of The  Link,  we've  paid  tl`ibute  to

the  dedication  and  detelTmined  effol`ts  of Maple

Leaf's certified  Green  Belts who  have  contributed

to  the deployment of the  Six Sigma program

throughout the  Company.   In  this  issue,  we  take

another look at some of  Lhe  projects being

undertaken  throughout Maple  Leaf Foods.

loc:  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

Project Title: Customer Returns Process

Improvement

Green  Belt:  Debbie Brown-Crane

Project Type:  DMAIC

Project Kick-off: June  15, 2005

This project was initiated to improve

the customer return process when
Debbie discovered that over a

five-month period, we dumped

approximately $12,000 worth of

product returned beyond its best-
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before date. The return merchandise

process was not well-defined, causing

product to be returned past its best-
before date or to be sent back to
distribution centres without the proper

paper\r\rork. This causes extra work for
the credit department, customer service
and the distribution centre staff.

In the first few meetings, the process
was mapped with various team
members. This process was a real eye-

opener-there were many steps that

appeared to be non-value added
activities and  many areas where

responsibility for completing the task

was unclear. We worked on identifying

problems within the process and are
now trying to improve those areas.

The tendency in this project was to try

to solve all of the issues associated with

the customer return  process,  including

the processing of credits. The team has

often had to review the scope
definition to avoid  increasing  it beyond

the practicality of this proj.ect.

IOC:  Maple  Leaf Frozen  Bakery (Calgary,

Alberta)

Project Title: Calgary Bagel Giveaway

Green  Belt: Gordon  Palmer

Project Type: DMAIC

Project Kick-off: September 2004

Aligning the mean bagel finished goods

weight with customer specification was

the focus of this project. After initial

measurements,  it was determined that
the project was in fact two distinct

projects: a shift in the mean  bagel
weight and a bagel-to-bagel variation

reduction. The team decided to focus

on shifting the mean finished goods

weight on the Tim Horton's bagels.

Risk scenarios were run  using  Monte

Carlo simulation to determine the

current risk in not meeting the

customer specifications given the

government weights and measures
restrictions. The risk was assessed and

improvements were identified. After

performing some measurements, the
scaled weight before baking was
adjusted. The changes were easy to
implement and will  result  in annual



savings around $75,000. A bagel-to-

bagel variation  reduction project is

currently being executed by another

Green  Belt.

IOC:  Maple  Leaf Animal  Nutrition

Project Title: Landmark Nutrition  Premix

Visual  Inspection

Green Belt: Ron Prefontaine

Project Type: DMADV

Project Kick-off: March 2005

This project was initiated to create a

visual  inspection  process of premixes in

order to ensure that visual

specifications of the customer were met
and documented prior to leaving the

plant. Ron Prefontaine and his project
team worked on the collection of VOC

information and translated that data
into CTQs that would shape the new

process. Based on this, the team created
a number of alternate designs and

utilized the Pugh  Matrix tool to test the

designs and then select one for detailed

development. Currently, the team is
working with a subject matter expert
on the IT aspects of the detailed design.

The project was targeted for
completion  late last year.

10C:  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

(Brantford,  Ontario plant)

Project Title: Quality Assurance

Sampling

Green Belt: Sharon  Begley

Project Type:  DMAIC

Project Kick-off: April 2004

Sharon's project was designed to review

the existing process and work

procedures related to the QA function
at the Brantford plant. The QA

department was not sure whether the
current sampling procedures accurately

reflected the processes and materials
used. The results were not timely and

the reaction was not always effective.

Sharon led, coordinated and facilitated

all team  meetings. The team identified

five areas of focus:

1)  incoming  raw materials, 2)  bone-in

raw materials, 3)  in-process yield

monitoring, 4) cooked internal

temperatures and 5) finished product
weights and piece counts. The team

utilized a number of Six Sigma tools

and methodology, such as ANOVA,

sampling and brainstorming, and ended

up making significant changes to their

work procedures and SOPs in all five

areas.

This has resulted  in a significant

reduction in workload. Results are now

reported on a timelier basis.

Communications with the production
floor have improved and the team is
now significantly more proactive in

monitoring and controlling the plant

processes.

loc:   Maple Leaf Consumer Foods

(North Battle ford, Saskatchewan)
Project Title: Finished Goods Inventory

Control

Green Belt:  Harley Forer

Project Type:  DMAIC

Project Kick-off: Sept.1, 2005

This project tackles improvements in

inventory control and the reconciliation

of finished goods leaving the

production  line,  held  in storage and
leaving the facility.  Mismatched counts

result in re-work and a hidden factory

that reconciles values daily. The proj.ect

team will  reduce mistakes, eliminating

the hidden factory,  and this will  release

resources for more value-added work.

The team began by process mapping

the current system and identifying steps

that contribute to errors. By

brainstorming, the team was able to
identify alternative processes and

procedures that will eliminate or
mitigate mistakes. With a new process

already being  built,  Harley and the

team are approaching completion of a
successful Green Belt project.

Green Belt success stories will continue

in the next issue of The Link.

Olivieri -conf;.nued from page j2

a  13-week duration in the fall of 2005

using core Olivieri fresh pasta and

sauce SKUs. The test was a  resounding

success. Category sales more than

doubled in every test store, and the
deli department managers were
ecstatic with the additional sales and

profits driven by the Olivieri fresh

pasta and complimentary fresh items.

Quickly seeing a retail opportunity,
department managers have begun

partnering fresh pasta and sauce with
complimentary categories such as

cheese and Maple Leaf Bakery Grace

Artisan  bread.

From a consumer standpoint, a quick

gourmet meal has become a viable
option, merchandised at arm's length

from fresh bread, cheese and meats.
Based on the success of this trial, the

question on where to merchandise
fresh pasta and sauce-deli versus

dairy case-has become a lot simpler

to answer, especially for those

involved in the Olivieri-Kroger store

test.

MgiveLeafFoods|lssue"%



Fire safety takes  priority  in  the West
BY      KATHY      LAVIK,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Tom Aspen, Logistics Manager for tr.e Langley
office, gets a hands-on lesson in fire safety.

Fire prevention, evacuation and
equipment training-how would you
react if you found yourself in an
emergency situation on the job?

In 2005, the Western region of Canada
Bread Fresh Bakery formed an

n8
new  heights
in  safety
excellence
BY     SCOT     MACMILLAN,

MAPLE      LEAF      ANIMAL

NUTRITION      (SHUR-GAIN)

The Maple Leaf Animal Nutrition (Shur-
Gain) pet food plant in St. Marys,
Ontario reached an important safety
goal on June 27, 2005 -three years
accident-free. This was the first time in
over 15 years that the plant had worked
three years without a lost-time accident
and it also marked another important
milestone in the history of Shur-Gain. It
was the first time all five mills in the
Ontario region had achieved the CEO
Award for Safety Excellence.
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Emergency Response Team to address
that very question, intending to renew
our focus on fire safety and ensure that
we had adequate emergency evacuation

plans. Working with the local fire
department, an informative booklet was
designed detailing our methods of
evacuation for a wide variety of
emergencies. We were also given the
chance to participate in a training
session where we had a real ``blast" with
the fire extinguishers.

We've also put together a building
emergency response plan for our 203rd
Street facility in Langley, B.C. It was a
huge task, and it involved the
coordination of information gathered
from our office, plant and our tenant,
Pharmasave.

Should an emergency arise, a key step in
ensuring that we evacuate everyone
from the building safely is the ability to
identify exactly who is in the building at
the time of the evacuation. With this

goal in mind, we have divided our 203rd
Street office staff into six teams with
designated leaders so that we can
account for everyone in our office,
including visitors. The plant and
Pharmasave have set up their own staff
accounting system as well.

Are you aware of your office's safety

procedures? If not, take the time to
familiarize yourself with the fire
equipment and prevention materials
available at your location -you just
never know when it may come in handy.

Preseriting the CEO safety  award in St. Marys are (I -Ft) Dale Maksymyk, Bob Sutherland, Ted Altenburg,
Dan Corbett, Brian Parkinson aiid Jerry Vergeer.

Regional Operations Manager Carey
Condruk said, " . . .this achievement
could not have been possible without
the support and co-operation of the
leadership team and plant staff working
together."

Carey, President Jerry Vergeer and VP
Central Region Dale Maksymyk joined
the operations team on Oct. 6, 2005 to
celebrate this accomplishment with a
dinner and presentation.

Over the last three years, the Joint
Health and Safety Committee has
worked hard to raise the level of safety
awareness among our employees.
Together, with the rest of the Ontario
region, they are committed to
improving our overall safety record by
doing everything from regularly
updating safety policies to practicing
emergency preparedness.

Congratulations to everyone who
worked hard to achieve this milestone.
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Schneider  Foods wins Oktoberfest  parade award
A tradition for 37 years, the
Kitchener-Waterloo
Oktoberfest Parade is a
favourite community event.
Over 300,000 people line King
Street in Kitchener, Ontario
each year to cheer for their
favourite floats, bands and
characters. Schneider Foods
has long been a proud
sponsor of the parade and our
award-winning float concept
was designed by Graphic
Design students at Conestoga
College in Kitchener.
Schneider Foods received the
award for Best Visual Float for
2005, an award the company
has received several times.

Slo  Roasters
heat up  lst
annual  slo-pitch
tournament
BY      LINDA      KIM,      MAPLE      LEAF

FOODS      CORPORATE      (CIS)

Congratulations to the Slo Roasters
(Consumer Foods Burlington) who won
the lst Annual Slo-Pitch tournament
held on Sept. 24-25 in Mississauga,
Ontario.

The Slo Roasters came from behind to
tie the Coming ln Sliding team in the
bottom of the seventh and push the
game to extra innings. Coming ln Sliding
scored two runs to pull ahead to 13-11.
The Slo Roasters came back to tie and
won the game 14-13! Congratulations to
both teams for a thrilling final.

Members of the Slo ltoasters team include: (front
row, I-R) Kam Ramchai.an, Terra Ftamage, Dawn
Baker, "Bear" the dog (mascot), Nathalie Lacasse,
(back I'ow, I-R) Brian Patton, Don Duxbury
(captain), Marc Homier, Karl Homier, Jamie Hickoy
alid Ben Fash. Missing from the photo are Roch
Homier, Ftaymond Khan and Tom Sins.

Participating teams were: Slo Roasters
(CF Burlington), CF 3rd floor, Brantford
Mixed Nuts (CF Brantford -plant),
Brantford Canadiens (CF Brantford-
office), Schneider Foods, Canada Bread
(head office), and two teams from CIS-
Cardinals and Coming ln Sliding.

Everyone had a great time and thanks go
out to Linda Kim, Vern Mashinter and

Coming ln Sliding team members: (front row, I-Ft)
Simon Hawley, Holly Cecchetto, Craig Young,
Alison Copoc, Paulette Tenn, (back row, I-R)
Courtney Fysh, Dan di Salvo, Rick Phillips, Sean
Mulliii, Gerry Barol]ette and Pat Ressa. Missing
from the photo are Patrick Chow and Steve Choi.

Craig Young for organizing the
tournament. AIl proceeds were donated
to Camp Wanakita.

Next year's tournament will be held on
June 3-4, 2006 at Cambridge Ice Park.
Anyone interested in entering a team
should e-mail Linda Kim
(KimLI@Mapleleaf.ca) for more
information.                 "eLeaf FoodsFssu"1%
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Don't  be  chicken-

test  your  poultry  10!
Use this quiz to test your poultry smarts. Find the correct answers in
our article, ''Why did the chicken cross the road?"

Canada's Food Guide to Healthy Eating

recommends that we eat how many
servings a day from the Meat and

Alternatives Group.   Choose one

answer:

A.1-2       a.2-3       C.3-4       D.4-5

How big  is a  healthy serving of protein?

Choose one answer.

A.   The size of your two fists.

8.   Thesize of yourthumb.

C.    The size of a small  plate.

D.   The size of a deck of cards.

When speaking of poultry,  light meat

contains more fat than dark meat.

Choose one answer.

A.True       B.False

Most of the fat in chicken  is found  in

and under the skin.   Choose one

answer.

A.True       B.False

The average Canadian eats how much

chicken per year. Choose one answer.

A.    5kg(11.5lbs)

8.15kg(34.5Ibs)

C.    20 kg  (46  Ibs)

D.    30.5  kg (70  lbs)

Which of the following cooking

methods can help cut down on fat?

Choose all that apply.
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Why did the chicken cross the road?

That chicken knew that the right

balance of regular activity and healthy

food is essential to maintaining an  ideal

body weight. Nutrition experts

everywhere recommend that we choose
leaner sources of protein. Canada's

Food Guide to Healthy Eating

recommends that we eat 2-3 servings a
day from the Meat and Alternatives
Group-particularly leaner meats like

poultry.

So, what's a serving? Serving sizes are

important because maintaining a

healthy weight is not only about what
we eat, but how much. A healthy
serving of protein is 50 to 100 grams, or

about the size of a deck of cards. The
average size of a single chicken breast

is about  100 to  125 grams.

Chicken  is a good source of 8 vitamins,

minerals and a great source of protein.

In fact,  poultry is considered to be a

complete protein source. What does
that mean? Proteins are made up of
building  blocks called  amino acids.  Of

the 20 or so amino acids that our body

uses, nine are considered essential,

meaning that the body can't make
them so they need to come from food.
Poultry provides all  nine of these

essential amino acids,  making  it a

complete protein.

Chicken  is indeed  leaner than  many

other meats. And, we're all getting that
message-thank you very much -

f-'
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because the average Canadian eats 30.5

kg (about 70 lbs) of chicken per year!

The leanest part of the chicken is the

breast. Dark meat contains more fat

than light meat. About two-thirds of
the fat in chicken  is in and  under the

skin. Cooking poultry with the skin on

helps to keep it tender and moist. But

it's best to remove the skin before or
after cooking to cut down on fat. As
long as you remove the skin before

eating, it doesn't really matter when

you do it.

When you cook using leaner meats,

there are two rules of thumb to keep in
mind. Rule #1: Leaner meats,  if

overcooked, will dry out. When cooking

skinless,  boneless chicken  breasts, for

example,  use suggested cooking times

as a guideline only. Start checking for

doneness before the end of the
suggested cooking time. You'll know

the breasts are done when they start to
feel firm to the touch. Meat continues

to cook when left to rest, tented
loosely with foil,  like directed in  many

recipes. So,  remove chicken  breasts

from the heat source a few minutes
before you think they're completely
done and let them rest. By the time you
serve them, they'll be cooked to a
moist, juicy perfection!

Rule #2: Leaner cuts of meat need a

flavor boost. Chef Norm  Myshok shows

you how to kick up the flavor of
skinless chicken breasts with the bold

flavours of fresh  herbs,  garlic, fruit juice

and a  luscious low-fat sauce.

IIn



Chef  Myshok's  Breast of Chicken
with  Onions,  Cider and  Sage

(Serves 4)
•     1tbsp.canolaoil

•     4 Maple  Leaf primeTM Naturally

Boneless,  Skinless Chicken  Breasts

•     1  Spanish onion, cutintothinstrips

tiulienne)
•     1/2 clove garlic, finely minced

•     11/2 cups fresh, unsweetened apple

cider
•     1/3 cup homemade chicken stock or

low-sodium broth or 1/4 chicken

bouillon cube

•     1  tsp.cidervinegar

•     1sprigthyme

•     1  sprigrosemary

•    3freshsage leaves

•    Saltandpepper

•     Fresh  lemonjuice

Heat saute pan over medium-high heat.

Add oil and  heat.

Lightly season chicken  breasts with salt

and pepper. Brown breasts on both
sides in oil,  remove and set aside. Add

onions to pan and saute over low heat
until  brown.

Add garlic and saute one more minute.

Reduce heat to medium, add the cider

and the chicken broth or stock,  bring to

a simmer. Add chicken breasts, cover

with  lid and cook  until  nicely firm  (15 to

20 minutes). Remove breasts when done

and keep warm, tented loosely with
foil.

While breasts are braising, chop thyme,

rosemary and sage to a fine consistency.

When breasts have been removed, add
vinegar to the pan and reduce by half

to two-thirds, or until the liquid

develops a  light sauce consistency. Add

the chopped herbs and simmer for one
minute. Season with pepper, a pinch of

salt and a few drops of lemon juice.

Adjust tartness with a few drops of
cider vinegar if desired.  Flavour should

be sweet but tangy.

Here are other
takelhome tips
to keep poultry
flavorful and cut
down on fat:

•  lf you're planning to cook

poultry with the skin on,
trim as much fat off as you
can before cooking. When
you buy a whole bird, a lot
of the fat is around the
cavity.

• Avoid cooking methods
such as deep frying. Instead,
try broiling, grilling or
roasting on a rack so fat
drips.

•  Use marinades that have
little or no fat such as citrus
juices (orange, lemon and
lime), low-fat or fat-free
salad dressings, plain low-
fat yogurt or buttermilk.



Manure  management  benefits
from  GPS  technology
BY      SCOTT      DICK,      MAPLE      LEAF     ANIMAL      NUTRITION

(LANl)MARK      FEEI)S)
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Information from the GIS system is loaded into the application tractor.

In
2000,  Elite Swine recognized

that as their swine production
system grew, their

environmental team would need more

precise tools to plan, map and analyze
the method in which manure nutrients
were spread on the ground.

Provincial governments across Canada

were asking nutrient planners to have a

better understanding of the soil's
agricultural capability and the field's

proximity to surface watercourses. Elite
Swine was managing over 70,000 acres

at the time, now increased to over
100,000 acres -a number representing

over 140 sites spread out across Canada.

The team identified three strategic

technology partners that shared a similar
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vision. They began creating a

Geographical  Information System (GIS)

database and started equipping manure
application equipment with Global

Positioning  Mapping (GPS) systems. The

GIS system housed soils, water and aerial

photography information about each of
our spread fields. Within this system, we

can identify the environmentally

sensitive areas, plan the nutrient

applications and house core information

about the site.  Each site utilizes 300 to

over 1,500 acres annually to apply the

manure to fertilize the following crop.

The information  in the GIS system can

then be loaded into the application

tractor. A field computer shows the
driver a boundary of the field and where

to apply the nutrients. As the applicator

moves along, position, speed, GPS

quality and flow rate are recorded on to
a data card. This data card is then

brought back into the office and a map
of the application  is created. This map is

critical for two reasons:  1) If the field  is

audited by government later, we have
an exact record of the events in the
field, and 2) This assists the barn owner

in his negotiation to re-capture value for

the nutrients spread on to the
landowner's field.

The GIS database has been useful for

other applications within  Elite Swine and

Landmark Feeds. Our department has

worked with the ESI transportation

department to determine trucking
distances and with the Esl veterinary

department in tracking and studying

disease movement in different

geographies.

Last fall we worked with one of our
applicators to install auto-steer into the

tractor. This is believed to be the first

manure applicator in  North America

with this technology. The system is

similar to auto-pilot in a plane that

follows a pre-determined line and

navigates that line without operator
assistance. Although the driver still

needs to turn the tractor around at the
end of the field,  it greatly reduces driver
fatigue and increases application

accuracy.

The ESI Nutrient Management team

includes April  Keedian (GIS Coordinator),

Sally MCMullen  (Nutrient Coordinator,

Ontario), Peter Manness (Nutrient

Coordinator, Western Manitoba), Cliff

Loewen (Nutrient Coordinator, Eastern

Manitoba) and Scott Dick (Manager,

Land and Nutrient Resources). The team

uses this technology daily,  helping us to

provide a high level of environmental
management to our farms.



Going above  and  beyond
for  United  Way!
BY      CHRISTINE      HEIN,

CANADA      BREAD      FRESH

Imagine sitting at your desk,
deeply involved in the task at
hand, when you are
interrupted by a deep voice
encouraging you to buy
some freshly baked goods.
As you turn around, you're

'`Prettiest tea lady" Erie Martin ovp

Information Systems, Fresh Bakery)
and Waltei Miller rvp Operations,
Fresh Bakery).

BAKERY

greeted by something
completely unexpected.

Two of the Canada Bread
Executive Team members
are dressed in women's
clothing and wearing full
make-up, complete with
facial hair, and they're
attempting to sell a myriad
of items from their teacarts.
After the laughter has
subsided, you eagerly
examine their wares and
choose your favourite item,
knowing that all proceeds
will be going to the United
Way.

Over a two-week period,
eight executive team
members took on the
challenge to raise money for
the United Way campaign at
our group office location in
Toronto. They paired up and
accepted two challenges -

Barry MCLean (President, Fresli Bakery) and Don Wilcox
rvp Technical Services, Bakery Group),

Jim Newman rvp Regional Sales
Ontario, Fresh Bakery) and Rory
Lesperance (GM a VP Ontario,
Fresh Bakery).

which team would raise the
most money and who would
be named the prettiest Tea
Lady?

The event raised over $3,500
for the United Way with the
team of Rory Lesperance
(GM and VP of Ontario,
Fresh Bakery) and Jim
Nerman Or of Regional
Sales Ontario, Fresh Bakery)
collecting the highest
amount of donations at
$ 1,231. As for the prettiest
Tea Lady, Eric Martin (VP
Information Systems, Fresh
Bakery) won with 32 percent
of the vote. Take a look at the

pictures and see if you agree!

Bob Busch (Sr. VP Human Resources, Bakery Group) and
lan Macpherson rvp Human Ftesources, Fresh Bakery).

Randy Powell (right), President,
Maple Leaf Fresli Foods, presents a
cheque for $6,000 to Norma
Bandlel, Pi.esident of the Credit
Valley Hospital Foundation.

Poultry  hits
the
Credit
Valley
HOspital
BY      MATT      LANDELL,

MAPLE      LEAF     FRESH

FOODS      (POULTRY)

Maple Leaf Fresh Foods
(Poultry) held its third annual
charity golf classic on
Sept. 16, 2005 at Oak Gables
Golf Course in Ancaster,
Ontario. The event is held
annually to raise money for
the Credit Valley Hospital's
Capital Expansion Campaign.
Although it ended up being a
wet day, over 69 employees
from across ML Fresh Foods
attended the event and
helped to raise a total of
$6,000 for the cause, a Sl,000
increase over last year's total!

Maple Leaf Fresh Foods and
Credit Valley Hospital would
like to thank everyone who
attended and helped
contribute to another
successful and enjoyable
event. See you again in 2006!

Mapwlea"oods|ls""1%



The  road  to  product suooess
BY      DOROTHY      THOMAS,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Dicl  you  know  Lhat  46  pe,rcenL of  the  ITesources
devoted  t,o the development and launch of new

pro(luct, ideas goes  to unsuccessful ventures
[ha[,  fail  in  the  markeL or  don't  make  it  to  Lhe
mal'ket?

An
effective and efficient

process to evaluate an
idea and take it to

market has been shown to improve
not only the success rate,  but also

allow for earlier detection of failures,

better execution, shorter cycle time,
improved team work and less

recycling and rework.  Maple Leaf

Consumer Foods and Canada Bread

Fresh  Bakery are currently launching

the Product Development Process

(PDP) in their locs as road maps to

product development success.

Following the Six Sigma  DMADV

(Define,  Measure, Analyze,  Design,
Verify)  process, cross-functional teams

at each IOC reviewed the Voice of the

Customer (VOC) within their IOCs for

a product development process. The
results mirror key elements of both

the Core 7 Strategic Principles and our

Leadership Edge Values-focus on

markets and categories where we can
lead, develop brand equity, execute
with precision and continuous

improvement, create customer value
with Six Sigma processes and

products, and Have a Bias for Action,
Be Performance Driven,  Be Externally

Focused and Continuously Improve.

Sounds like a tall order, doesn't it?

How did they package all of that into

one process? lt starts by using a best

practice for product development
called  Stage-GateTM. This  involves a

series of stages where project activity
happens, separated by a series of

gates which are decision points to
determine if the project is ready to

proceed to the next stage of
development. The diagram (see

below) demonstrates the sequence of
stages (rectangles) and gates

(diamonds).  Here's what happens as

part of the step-by-step process.

Stage 1: A small team  representing

Marketing, Product Development,

Manufacturing and  Finance is asked

to evaluate the idea  in the Preliminary

Investigation to determine what
opportunities the idea represents and
what capabilities are needed to

develop and execute the idea. The

information is reviewed at the Gate.

Gate 1: A team of cross-functional

business leaders review the

opportunity against the Core 7

Strategic Principles and the loc

strategy to determine if resources

should be allocated to further

develop the idea. This determines

whether the project proceeds.

Stage 2: This stage starts with an

external focus-determining what the
consumer or customer wants the

product to provide (VOC) and how we
can measure whether we're delivering

those needs (Critical to Quality      uxp

MLCF

Gate  1 Gate 2
Stage 1

preliminary    +    A::egeomteont    _      Stagez      _    A::egeomteont    _    cosiamgeerc:a,
Investigation                    Business case                    Business case                     Development                        Development

Canada Bread -Fresh

Stage  1
Preliminary     11+

Investigation

%

Bate  1
Agreement

to 80 to
Business Case
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Gate 2 Gate  3

Gate 4                                                                         Gate  5
Agreementto  _     Stage5      I+    Post-launch

la unch                                   La iin eh                                    Revi ew

Stage  3                      Agreement to                      Stage 4                            Gate 4
-Bus::::sec2aso  -    i:egeomteont    iiii+    Commercial    +  gotoTest,ng  -    Testingantl    +  Agreementto  -     SLtaaugn:h5

Development                         Deve lopment                     and validation                         Valj dati on                                la lJnch

Gate 5

.I+    post-launch
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OIivieri -

sharing  our

passion
BY      DESNEIGES      DEMORE,

OLIVIER'

It
was no small task when the

Olivieri  marketing team took

on a project to upgrade and
relaunch the Company's Website.

Over a period of several months, the
marketing team has been working

diligently to bring a  new and greatly

improved version of the site to our

consumers and, to no one`s surprise,

their efforts have resulted in success.

The new dynamic Website, found at

www.olivieri.ca, features flash

technology with images of

scrumptious dishes, fresh vegetables

and beautiful table settings creating

an appetite for Olivieri  pasta and

sauces.   A ''Healthy Lifestyle" section

has been added to provide consumers
with  information on making  healthy

choices for their families.
''Entertaining  Ideas" offers the latest

in centrepieces for your dinner table,

house crawls and meals from around

the globe.

Two new database sections are now
available on the Website featuring

recipes and  products. The  ''Recipe

Box'' section features easy-to-navigate

search options using either the drop-

down menu or a keyword search, and

printer-friendly recipes.  Be sure to
check back often for new recipes! The

product database allows consumers to
search for specific products, view

nutritional and  ingredient

information, and research related

recipe options all on one page.

Does it get any better or easier than

this? Of course it does!  Not only has

Olivieri developed this fantastic

Website,  but it's also available in

French at the simple click of a  mouse.

Don't forget to visit the ''What's On"

section to see the latest products from
Olivieri's kitchen. You can also review

some of our latest promotions and
request a free Olivieri  recipe booklet

filled with tasty new ways to use our

fresh pastas and sauces.

measures or CTQs). Armed with this

information, a larger team representing

most of the functional areas conducts a
more in-depth review of the
opportunity and our capabilities for

execution and provides a business case

for developing the products to the
Gate.

Gate 2: The cross-functional  business

leaders review the business case to

determine if resources should be

allocated to develop the product and

packaging. If yes, the project proceeds.

Stage 3/4: Now the heavy lifting starts.

Product Development creates the

product with the assistance of
Manufacturing,  Procurement,

Purchasing,  Regulatory and  Finance,

and  Marketing develops the packaging

and promotional concepts. The

prototype is continually measured
against the CTQs and, when ready,  is

evaluated by the consumer or customer

to validate that the VOCs are satisfied.

The business case is updated with the

learnings obtained through the

development phase and presented to
the Gate with the product in a process

called  RFA (Request For Agreement to

Launch).

Gate 3/4:  Business leaders take this

opportunity to agree that both the
VOCs and the business objectives have

been met. They also assess the team's

readiness to implement the product.

Stage 5: The team  brings in Sales and

prepares to sell the product while
Finance,  Manufacturing,  Quality

Assurance,  Procurement,  Purchasing,

Product Development,  Supply Chain and

Distribution set up for manufacture.

The orders are secured, product is

produced and sales begin.

Gate 5: How do we measure our

performance? A Post Launch review is
conducted approximately six and  12

months after launch to measure how
we are doing. Traditionally, only sales

and profit targets are reviewed but we
have gone deeper to evaluate

performance metrics in all functional
areas. The  learnings will  help us

continually improve the product and

our processes.

But wait, what happened to a Bias for
Action and  Hating  Bureaucracy? This

looks slow and cumbersome! The

process forces the project manager and
the team to slow down and really
understand what they are trying to
achieve before jumping into action. As

a result, the team can move more

quickly through the commercial
development stage and into the launch

phase. Overall, total project duration
will be the same or maybe even shorter

with  less fire fighting and rework.

PDP is being  reviewed by ML Fresh

Foods,  CBCL Frozen  and  Olivieri for

implementation as a corporate standard

process. Keep your eyes and ears open -
PDP may be coming your way!

MapleLea"oods|lssu"1%
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Bruce Miyashita, VP Six Sigma, (right) took part in
a charity fundraiser with cyclist Lance Armstrong.

Cycling

adventures
with  Lance

Armstrong
BY      LISA      BLACKSTIEN,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS

CORPORATE

Bruce Miyashita, VP Six Sigma,

met the ultimate Black

Belt last fall. While Lance Armstrong,

champion cyclist, cancer survivor and

philanthropist,  may not hold the title of
Black Belt technically,  his approach to

cycling uses the Six Sigma concept.

Bruce was thrilled to have the

opportunity to ride with Lance.

''Lance's story is something I often use

in training-how he admits he was a

gifted athlete, but never worked and
prepared as much as he should have. It
took a near-death experience with
cancer to change his attitude,"  Bruce

said.  ''As a result,  he became the

ultimate advocate of applying a

measurement-intensive, scientific
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Lance Armstrong uses Six Sigma concepts in his approach to cycling.

approach to his preparation.  He really

exemplifies, for me, the idea of Six

Sigma thinking boosting  personal

performance and helping people realize
their potential."

Last September, Lance returned to the

Calgary, Alberta area for the third time

in 24 months to help the Tour of
Courage Society, a Calgary-based

charity. Bruce was among 30

philanthropists who donated to the
charity and were rewarded with a two-
day ride with  Lance.

Bruce's involvement in the event was a

natural progression for someone who

lives and  breathes Six Sigma and who

also loves sports such as cycling.  For

example, Bruce completed a personal

Green Belt project in late 2003 to help

improve his overall  health.  He

monitored many health factors such as

caloric intake.  By using a  measured

scientific approach  (the DMAIC

methodology), he lost 25 pounds and

improved critical to quality (CTQ)

factors such as his cholesterol and blood

sugar levels.  ''1  believe that you have to

take charge of your own health,"  he
said.

Lance Armstrong's battle with testicular

cancer in  1996 also taught Bruce how

each person is empowered through
knowledge and action. The Lance

Armstrong Foundation's mission

statement includes the belief that
''knowledge is power and attitude is

everything''.

''l've always had a  keen  interest in

cycling, for the fitness aspect,  plus its

use of numbers and data -for example,
tracking times,"  Bruce explained.  Lance

has a similar scientific approach.

Referred to as the ''Millimetre Man,"

he's constantly measuring how much he

eats, the weight of his equipment and
even the alignment of his body and

bike in different wind conditions.

For Bruce, the event was a win-win-win.

He was able to do something he loves in

the incredible Canadian  Rockies,  ride

with arguably the best cyclist in the

world and donate to a worthy charity.

•.agrp



Courtland  plant  receives
prestigious  lpM  award
BY     JANET      WAKUTZ,

MAPLE      LEAF     CONSUMER     Fool)S

The Gold Medal Integrated Pest Management (IPM) and Orkin
Commercial Services Partner Award honours commercial
facilities across North America that excel in this area. Errol
Semple, Quality Assurance Inspection Supervisor at Maple Leaf
Consumer Foods (Schneider Foods -Courtland Avenue,
Kitchener, Ontario) received this award on Sept. 28, 2005 in a

presentation by Gary Muldoon, Orkin Commercial Division
Vice President.

``Our awards jury had a very strong crop of nominees to choose

from this year," Muldoon said. "We're very proud of the
relationship that our Stoney Creek branch has formed with
Schneider Foods and you should be proud of the outstanding

job you're doing to keep your facility safe from pests."

Muldoon complimented Schneider's excellent sanitation

programs and, specifically, Errol Semple's responsiveness to
recommendations and his ability to provide effective
supporting documentation.
``We want to take a moment to recognize QA Inspection

Supervisor Errol Semple," Muldoon added, "who has gone
above and beyond the call of duty to help Schneiders earn this
award.,'

Gary Muldoon (left), Orkin Commei.cial Division Vice President, presents the
2005 Gold Medal lpM Partner Award to Errol Semple, QA lnspectioli Supervisor
at Maple Leaf Consumer Foods (Schneider Foods),

The award is proudly displayed in the main employee hallway
at Courtland. Errol said the Gold Medal program is excellent
and the documentation has proven very useful during
government and third party customer audits. ``Like any other
program, however, its effective implementation depends on a
shared understanding and joint effort on the part of both the
supplier and the plant. I believe that is what this award
recognizes," Errol said, adding that he is honoured to receive
the award.

Maple Leaf's approach to integrated pest control management
is a uniform program that is applied across all of our meat

processing facilities as part of the Company's commitment to
food safety assurance.

`'The focus of the fund-raising was to

create a research chair to examine the
links between exercise and the

prevention and treatment of cancer. I
really believe that this is something we

have to understand better," Bruce
explained.

The ride was split into two days,

covering about 130 kilometres on the

first day from Lake Louise to the

Columbia  lcefield. At the highest point,

they reached 2,000 metres above sea
level. Their hard work was rewarded

with a celebratory dinner at the
landmark Post Hotel.

Bruce was able to spend time talking

with the seven-time Tour de France

champion,  learning that Lance was

familiar with Six Sigma. A restaurant he

co-owns is named The Sixth, relating

both to his sixth win of the Tour de
France and his approval of the Six

Sigma process.  ''Lance ...  reads a  lot on

business and was familiar with Six

Sigma through articles and books.  I

gave him a copy of our Six Sigma Q&A
DVD and brochure. He asked a lot of

detailed questions.  He's like a sponge,"

Bruce added.

''He also talked about the questions

reporters kept asking him, such as what

he could  possibly do in  life that would

be as challenging as riding the Tour de

France.  He said  he tells them,  'What

about trying to help cure cancer?' and
that shuts them up pretty quick."

When the cyclists crossed the

ceremonial finish  line, they had raised

the final  $1  million needed for the

$6-million Lance Armstrong  Endowed

Chair in  Molecular Cancer

Epidemiology.  '`lt is something  1'11  never

forget,"  Bruce said.

After a  leg  injury heals,  Bruce will be

ready to ride again.  ''l'm going to

launch another Green Belt project to

build up my cycling  performance. Who

knows, next year I might beat Lance

with a surprise attack on  Highway  lA! "

MapwleafFoods|lssue"%



Chef  Norm  named  Chef of the Year
BY      0IVIN0      NAESS,      CANADA      BREAD      FRESH      BAKERY

Canada Bread Foodservice is proud to announce that the Canadian Culinary Federation (CCF)
recently honoured Norm Myshok, Canada Bread National Foodservice Culinary Chef, with the
"Chef of the Year" award for the central region. The CCF is a national professional association

with 35 branches across Canada that chooses three regional recipients each year. What makes
this award particularly special is that it is voted on by the industry's peers rather than a select

panel. Congratulations to Norm on this well-deserved recognition!
Chef Norm Mysliok, Bakery Group

High  Esl
achievers earn
top awards
BY      JOLYNN      COCHRANE,

ELITE      SWINE

Elite Swine's regional offices hosted
several Annual Customer Appreciation
banquets, beginning with the
Strathmore, Alberta event on June 23,
2005, followed by Brandon, Manitoba
and Moorefield, Ontario respectively on
July 7 and 8. The Eastman, Quebec plant
held the final festivities on July 21.

Top honors went to both Porcherie Lac
Du Onze Sow and Nursery barns (Albert
Dacquay and Rick Prejet, and Joe

Martin Bowman (left), ESI Manager, Finishing
Production, presents Reg Weibe with the Elite
Finishing Production award.

Swennen), receiving the Elite Sow and
Nursery awards. Reg Weibe of Alberta
earned the Elite Finisher award.

These prestigious awards recognize not
only leading production numbers, but
also pig quality, environmental
stewardship and administrative abilities.
Congratulations to our recipients and
keep up the great work!

Swine service team representatives
distributed plaques to the winners in
each sow, nursery and finisher
production category. Scores were
ranked nationally and then split
according to highest marks in each
region. Environmental stewardship
awards were handed out in each of the
four regions and winners received a
framed aerial photograph of their farm.

Special thanks go out to everyone who
contributed to the success of these
events. We're looking forward to another

great year in 2006!

Canada  Bread
Fresh  Quebec - 25 Years

Fresh  Bakery  long service  awards
30 Years 40 Years

Claude BIanchard,          LOIIise Laterreur,             Monique Nadeau,
Sanitation,                        Dough Attendant,          Thrift store cleik,
Viau plant, OC                  Quebec plant, QC           Montreal, QC

%
Not Pictured: Martin Henry, Shipping Attendant, Laval, QC
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Ghislain Thomassin,
Production
Supervisor,
Beauport plant, OC

Jean-Noel Bolduc,             Richard Bonin,
Pan Attendant,                   Dlivei, Laval, QC
Levls plant, QC

Glovanna Lama,
Wrapping Helper, Viau
plant, OC

Not Pictured
Laurier ltoussel, Food
Service Counsellor,
Laval, OC



`We  are  a  food  oompany!'

World-class centre would showcase  the excellence of ML products
BY      LYNDA      KUHN,      MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Christine Chamberlain has joined Maple Leaf
Foods as Director of Culinary Strategy.

Just imagine a world-class

food centre that could

be a resource to all, designed to

build our passion for food,  inspire

great innovation,  identify and track

global food trends and showcase
Maple Leaf products both  internally

and externally.

Christine Chamberlain has recently

joined  Maple Leaf Foods as Director
of Culinary Strategy. She is working

on an exciting Six Sigma project

along with  BIack Belt Salman

Qureshi,  Black  Belt Jane  MCEwen  and

the project team, pursuing the
feasibility of establishing a  Maple

Leaf Food Centre of Excellence.

Christine is also working on

developing  liaisons between  leading

culinary colleges and  Maple Leaf

Foods to ''feed our passion for food''.

She is passionate about food. She

loves eating and cooking and

thinking about food; talking about

food, sharing food and writing about
food.  '`1 am  in a great place doing

what I am passionate about for a
living,"  Christine said.

Christine has been  involved  in  many

aspects of the food industry-from a
restaurant chef to owning her own
catering company to leading other

food lovers on culinary tours to

North American  `'foodie" cities. She

is the past Executive Chef for

President's Choice and was the

Director of Culinary &

Beverage/Executive Chef for Cara

Operations. She was Chair of the

Chef School of George Brown

College and then joined Unilever to

work on innovation.

Anyone who listens to Christine is

sure to hear certain messages: "Taste,

taste, taste." `'Take time to eat our

products and the competitor's
products.  Know what is right and
what is wrong -look for the Gold

Standard."  ''Think of our Leadership

Values-Be Externally Focused."

''Our passion for food, tasting

products,  identifying and watching
trends,  and sharing food could all

come to life at a Maple Leaf Food

Centre of Excellence,"  Christine

explained. The Centre could  include

things like labs, tasting  rooms,

auditoriums, demo kitchens,  pilot

plants,  in-house deli,  in-house
bakery, culinary library,  meeting

rooms and more. She describes it as
''a place where we all speak the same

language-a bright, welcoming

building that says, 'We are a food

company.' lt could be a place to

present new ideas to our customers
in an auditorium or more up close

and  personal  in demo kitchens,"

The centre could hold courses in food

safety, food  labeling or culinary

ed¥cation -a place to host culinary

students on externships or to entice
the best marketers in the food world
to work with Maple Leaf Foods. The

team is interviewing people across
Maple Leaf,  involving a broad

spectrum of expertise from product
development, sales and

manufacturing to finance and R&D,

as well as talking to customers and

learning from existing culinary

centres before preparing
recommendations.

Stay tuned as the project moves
forward-this is an exciting

endeavour that will grow with our

passion for food!

MapleLea"oods|lssue31%



A  Passion  tor  [ood.   music  and  [amilv!I/
BY      RICK      PICCINl,      MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

You  could  say that the  food busiiiess
is  in  Mal.io  Commisso's  blood.  After
all,  it has  be,en  pai`[ of his  life  since
the  ri|)e  age  of  11.

Mario began working for the family grocery store,

Costa's Foods, while growing up in Schreiber,

Ontario,  located along  Lake Superior's Northern shore.

Working part time after school, on weekends and every
summer,  Mario developed a strong work ethic and learned

the operational aspects involved in running a grocery store.

At the same time, music was a large part of the Commisso
family and all  members participated  in music lessons. Cosimo,

Mario's father, drove the family 400 kilometres round-trip to

Thunder Bay for lessons.  Mario studied piano and  later

achieved Grade 10 pianoforte through Conservatory Canada
in London, Ontario. Some of his fondest memories include

playing with his two brothers at many different events and
functions,  including the Thunder Bay Cystic Fibrosis telethon,

Wintario, and special performances for the Governor General

and Terry Fox.

After 11  years in the family business,  Mario decided to

explore new adventures in southern Ontario with his wife
Maria. They moved to Mississauga where he took a job as a

store manager at Kitchen Table in downtown Toronto. What
a culture shock!

ln  1990,  Mario began  his career in sales with Schneider Foods

where he enjoyed an illustrious career with many

accomplishments.  He cultivated many strong relationships in

the industry and, after leaving Schneider Foods in  1997,  he

continued to apply his passion and industry experience at

Siena  Foods.

In  1999,  Mario became a Certified Sales Professional and a

member of the Canadian Professional Sales Association.

Looking for a new challenge,  Mario joined Maple Leaf

Consumer Foods in 2000 as Key Account Manager responsible

for independent business in Ontario.

Since joining  Maple Leaf,  Mario has eni.oyed  numerous

accomplishments,  most notably growing both the Commisso

Food  Markets (no relation) and  Longo's Fruit Markets
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Mario Commisso, an accomplished pianist, ]s raising funds for the Alzheimer
Society th.ough sales ot his CD.

business. Six Sigma  has also sparked a new interest in him

since becoming involved  in a  recent Green  Belt project.

Mario attributes much of his success in  maintaining a

balanced lifestyle to his wife Maria and daughter Adena.

After a hard day at the office,  his love for music is an outlet

for relaxation.  He has taken his musical career to another

level with the release of his new CD,  `'Reflections", dedicated

to his father who currently struggles with Alzheimer's disease.

Mario is donating $5 from every CD sold to the Alzheimer

Society and has raised $5,000 to date.

Fund-raising  has become routine for Mario. The Commisso

family has organized the Maple Leaf Top Dog team that

participates in the Annual Supercities MS walk for the past
four years, raising a total of $49,000.

Mario is an extremely passionate person with an intense

emotional energy who cares deeply about his commitments.

He just doesn't talk about things -he makes things happen!



Building youth  leadership  in  Selkirk,  Manitoba
BY     RICK     GUZIK,      MAPLE      LEAF     Fool)S      CORPORATE     (CIS)

when I was first asked to sacrifice vacation time to
chaperone 35 teenagers en route to Manitoba,

sleep on the floor of a hockey arena and take part in some
renovation projects, I thought, "Well, who wouldn't want to do
that?" Joking aside, in a world where youth are so often
criticized and maligned, it is my joy and privilege to bring this
Story to you.

Our delegation came from Blessed Sacrament RC Church in
my hometown of Kitchener, Ontario. Many of the youths'

parents and friends work at Schneider Foods' Courtland
Avenue facility. We registered with the U.S.-based, non-profit

group Workcamps Foundation, which coordinates volunteers
for community renovation projects.

The project aimed to provide
volunteer services for
renovation projects for about
80 elderly, disabled, or
financially or socially
burdened families in the
Selkirk, Manitoba area. The
logistics and planning for the
Red River Camp trip needed
ongoing communication with
the youths, parents and adult
leaders, not to mention
fundraising.

Our teens needed to be able to
do the renovation work. We

crew leader. I was elected to Quartermaster (AKA the Tool Man
responsible for inventory) and had to defer the "Work
Director" role to my 18-year-old teammate from Minnesota.
My other young teammates originated from the Chicago
suburbs, Nebraska and rural Indiana.

When we got to the site of our first assignment, we discovered
two rooms needing ceiling repairs. The front of the porch was
rain-damaged, as was a section of the roof. It had been one of
the wettest springs in southern Manitoba, raining for weeks

prior to our arrival.

The biggest surprise came as we assessed the ceiling. Most of
the water damage was close to the lighting fixture, so we
turned the electricity off and detached the bowl-shaped

Ftick Guzik (left) chats with Mark Przydrozny of Kitchener, Ontario.

borrowed the Boy Scouts'
credo, "Be Prepared", and
organized a one-day handyman's ``Boot Camp". On June 11,
we all painted, drywalled, roofed and "renovated" a

parishioner's garage. These were new skills for many. It was
extremely hot and sunny with high humidity, perfect

preparation for southern Manitoba in July (minus the
mosquitoes).

We flew to Winnipeg and were billeted at Holy Cross High
School where our community service projects began and
finished with the painting of the school gym. The next day, we

joined the other delegations at the Selkirk Community Centre
and then individually organized into pre-assigned teams,
based on skills needed for a particular project.

Each crew determined the assignments, roles and
responsibilities, and the adult leader was not necessarily the

fixture, watching as water

poured out. Speechless, we
realized that this was more
than a renovation project-we
had avoided a serious
electrical accident.

Less dramatically, our resident
was appreciative of every
effort, including babysitting
duties as we tried to keep her

young grandson out of our
renovation zone.

More than 12,000 hours were
volunteered to the Selkirk
community and many real-life
lessons were learned: The job

is usually larger than estimated. Be flexible. Be thankful for
what you have. Respect. Never underestimate what people can
do. AIl roles contribute to success. When you see values
(similar to our Leadership Values at Maple Leaf) yielding such
positive results, it is proof that passionate people can do great
work.

Our young team members returned home with a great sense of
confidence and accomplishment, knowing that they were able
to work with diverse groups of people and make a positive
difference in the residents' lives.

If you get a chance to lead or participate in this kind of
opportunity, you owe it to yourself to take it. It's a chance to

positively affect other people, take on new leadership roles and
have an impact on our future leaders.
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Greeting cal`d
participants share
their holiday joy
BY      NICOLE      WATSON,

MAPLE      LEAF      FOODS      CORPORATE

Oh'
the weather outside was frightful,
but last year's greeting cards were

delightful!

One of our most popular traditions within Maple

Leaf Foods is the annual  Holiday Greeting Card

contest and last year was no exception with more
than  100 entries received from coast to coast.

Our greeting cards are delivered worldwide and

last year featured three drawings from Edmonton,
Alberta,  Kitchener, Ontario and Laval, Quebec.

Hearty congratulations go out to Alyson Sheskey,

William Clune and Corrine 86dard-Ouimet whose

designs were chosen for the 2005 holiday season.

Five-year-old Alyson's winning entry of a  beautiful

wreath was featured on the front cover of the 2005

greeting card. Alyson is the daughter of Teresa
Sheskey of Maple Leaf Fresh Foods (Poultry)  in

Edmonton.

One of Canada's all-time favourite winter pastime

sporting events-tobogganing -was the subject of
both William and  Corrine`s drawings. William  is

nine years old and the son of Nathalie C6te of

Maple Leaf Consumer Foods (Schneider Foods) in

Kitchener.

Eleven year-old Corrine 86dard-Ouimet is the

daughter of Ghislain Ouimet of Canada Bread  Fresh

Bakery  in  Laval.

Congratulations again to Alyson, William and

Corrine for their festive entries, and a special thank

you to the many other children of employees across
the Company who submitted entries and

demonstrated their holiday spirit.
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A design by Alyson Slieskey
graced tlle front of the 2005 Maple
teal: Foods holiday greeting card.

William Clune is shown with his
motlier, Nathalie C6te, Translation
Coordinator, Schneider Foods.

(I.R) Jean-Luc Breton, Vice
President and General Manager,
Canada Bi.ead Fresh Bakery,
Quebec; Corrine Bedard-Ouimet
and Ghislain Ouimet, Director,
National Logistics, Canada Bread
Fresh Bakery.



Sharing  the  passion

for food  safety
awareness
BY     JANET     WAKUTZ,

MAPLE      LEAF      CONSUMER      FOODS

Expecting to give a food safety talk to
an adult church group,  Larry

Mccabe,  plant Manager for Cappola Foods (an

operating  plant within  Maple Leaf Consumer Foods),

walked up to the podium and looked out at his

audience of 45 five-year olds and their parents. As Larry

took a moment to gather his thoughts,  he realized his

prepared presentation was now useless.

A little boy with red hair and freckles looked right into

Larry's eyes and asked,  '`What's E.Coli?"  Larry hadn't

expected such a relevant question from such a young

child.  He left the podium, sat down on the stage and

invited the boy to sit beside him.

''How about you tell me what you know about E.Coli,''

Larry suggested. The boy said his grandpa died because

of E.Coli  in apple cider purchased at a flea  market. The

boy looked at Larry with eyes that demanded a truthful
response.  Larry explained what E.Coli  is and how it is

shed through animal waste, and told the little boy that

it probably infected the surface of the apples that were
made into cider.

``Well, why did they put it in there?" the boy asked. As

Larry thought about his answer, he looked up and saw

all the children spontaneously leaving their seats and

gathering closer to hear his message. The children
began asking meaningful questions about how they

could protect themselves and why their moms didn't

know about the danger of unwashed apples.

Larry took the time to teach the children about the
importance of washing fruit, vegetables and eggs,
washing their hands thoroughly and always having their

parents check labels on food.  He told them about the
importance of pasteurization and making sure

hamburgers are cooked well and not served with pink

in the middle. He used stories and examples that they

could understand and he allowed their questions to

guide  him.

Larry Mccabe was enriched by an opportunity to teach food safety to a
group of children.

Larry's attentive audience learned that day, through his

gentle and informed guidance, that in a world where
kids often feel powerless, they had the right, the skills

and the knowledge to take actions to improve their
own food safety. Larry was rewarded by the experience
and said he came away with an increased passion for

teaching,  learning and helping others expand their

knowledge and awareness. He was proud to tell the
children that he works for a  ''big company that takes a
lot of care to make sure food is safe''.

Children are conditioned to obey rules. By encouraging

them to explore opportunities to gain control in their

lives, they will  naturally teach others by example,  Larry

said. After the session,  Larry was walking away, feeling

a bit melancholy, when he suddenly heard the little red-

haired boy call,  ''Hey Mister!" As Larry paused, the little

boy ran up,  gave him a  hug and said,  '`Thanks''.  Larry

looked into the teary eyes of the boy's mother who
mouthed,  '`Thank you''.
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Prime  spices  up  its

seasoned  line
BY      PAULA      ZRONIK,

MAPLE      LEAF      FREsll      FOODS      (POULTRY)

B-
Why wait until summer to enjoy the great

taste of barbecue when you can have it all

year-round with  Maple Leaf PrimeTM
LrErfe`LinLfa/-Naturally*classicseasonedchicken?

Maple  Leaf PrimeTM  Naturally*  chicken  has re-launched  its

seasoned product line with a new name -Maple Leaf
PrimeTM Naturally*  Classic Seasoned. The classic barbecue

flavour is perfect for any meal occasion, and with a new

and improved seasoning technique, each piece of chicken is

thoroughly coated to deliver a savory barbecue taste with
every bite.

This product is perfect for grilling or oven  roasting with the

added convenience of being pre-seasoned. Look for helpful

cooking  instructions and complete nutritional  information

on the back label.

You can  be sure that Maple Leaf PrimeTM  Naturally*  Classic

Seasoned chicken  is tender and juicy every time. That's

because our chickens are not just grain fed, but vegetable

grain fed with  no animal  by-products.

Maple  Leaf PrimeTM Naturally*  Classic Seasoned  Chicken  is

available in four different cuts: Classic Seasoned Whole

Chicken, Classic Seasoned Thighs, Classic Seasoned Drums

and Classic Seasoned

Breasts, at most major

grocery retailers across
Canada. Watch for a
brand new cut being
introduced in spring

2006.

*Canada's leading

brand of chicken


